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Master the art and science of data storytelling—with
frameworks and techniques to help you craft
compelling stories with data. The ability to effectively
communicate with data is no longer a luxury in
today’s economy; it is a necessity. Transforming
data into visual communication is only one part of
the picture. It is equally important to engage your
audience with a narrative—to tell a story with the
numbers. Effective Data Storytelling will teach you
the essential skills necessary to communicate your
insights through persuasive and memorable data
stories. Narratives are more powerful than raw
statistics, more enduring than pretty charts. When
done correctly, data stories can influence decisions
and drive change. Most other books focus only on
data visualization while neglecting the powerful
narrative and psychological aspects of telling stories
with data. Author Brent Dykes shows you how to
take the three central elements of data
storytelling—data, narrative, and visuals—and combine
them for maximum effectiveness. Taking a
comprehensive look at all the elements of data
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storytelling, this unique book will enable you to:
Transform your insights and data visualizations into
appealing, impactful data stories Learn the
fundamental elements of a data story and key
audience drivers Understand the differences
between how the brain processes facts and narrative
Structure your findings as a data narrative, using a
four-step storyboarding process Incorporate the
seven essential principles of better visual storytelling
into your work Avoid common data storytelling
mistakes by learning from historical and modern
examples Effective Data Storytelling: How to Drive
Change with Data, Narrative and Visuals is a musthave resource for anyone who communicates
regularly with data, including business professionals,
analysts, marketers, salespeople, financial
managers, and educators.
The must-read summary of Ekaterina Walter and
Jessica Gioglio's book: "The Power of Visual
Storytelling: How to Use Visuals, Videos and Social
Media to Market Your Brand". This complete
summary of the ideas from Ekaterina Walter and
Jessica Gioglio's book "The Power of Visual
Storytelling" tells you how to use engaging visuals
and graphics to tell the story of your business.
According to Walter and Gioglio, all successful social
media marketing includes visuals and infographics. It
is vital to stay up to date and engage people with
your visuals and grab their attention. The authors
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encourage using visual storytelling to increase brand
awareness, strengthen customer relationships,
enhance customer loyalty, tell your company's story
and present information concisely. If you want your
marketing to achieve these five goals, this summary
is a must-read. Added-value of this summary: • Save
time • Learn about the benefits of visual storytelling
• Get your brand message across and get people
interested To learn more, read “The Power of Visual
Storytelling” and find out how to use visual
storytelling as a marketing tool so you don’t get left
behind!
Reveals the underlying story form of all great
presentations that will not only create impact, but will
move people to action Presentations are meant to
inform, inspire, and persuade audiences. So why
then do so many audiences leave feeling like they've
wasted their time? All too often, presentations don't
resonate with the audience and move them to
transformative action. Just as the author's first book
helped presenters become visual communicators,
Resonate helps you make a strong connection with
your audience and lead them to purposeful action.
The author's approach is simple: building a
presentation today is a bit like writing a
documentary. Using this approach, you'll convey
your content with passion, persuasion, and impact.
Author has a proven track record, including having
created the slides in Al Gore's Oscar-winning An
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Inconvenient Truth Focuses on content development
methodologies that are not only fundamental but will
move people to action Upends the usual paradigm
by making the audience the hero and the presenter
the mentor Shows how to use story techniques of
conflict and resolution Presentations don't have to be
boring ordeals. You can make them fun, exciting,
and full of meaning. Leave your audiences energized
and ready to take action with Resonate.
A playbook for creative thinking, created for
contemporary students and practitioners working
across the fields of graphic design, product design,
service design and user experience. Design is
Storytelling is a guide to thinking and making created
for contemporary students and practitioners working
across the fields of graphic design, product design,
service design, and user experience. By grounding
narrative concepts in fresh, concrete examples and
demonstrations, this compelling book provides
designers with tools and insights for shaping
behaviour and engaging users. Compact, relevant
and richly illustrated, the book is written with a sense
of humour and a respect for the reader's time and
intelligence. Design is Storytelling unpacks the
elements of narrative into a fun and useful toolkit,
bringing together principles from literary criticism,
narratology, cognitive science, semiotics,
phenomenology and critical theory to show how
visual communication mobilizes instinctive biological
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processes as well as social norms and conventions.
The book uses 250 illustrations to actively engage
readers in the process of looking and understanding.
This lively book shows how designers can use the
principles of storytelling and visual thinking to create
beautiful, surprising and effective outcomes.
Although the book is full of practical advice for
designers, it will also appeal to people more broadly
involved in branding, marketing, business and
communication.
Without trust, people and businesses fail. Trusted
Leader provides a framework for building trust so
that you and your organizations can perform at your
best. “A lack of trust is your biggest expense,” says
Wall Street Journal bestselling author David
Horsager. Without trust, transactions cannot occur.
Without trust, influence is destroyed. Without trust,
leaders lose their people. Trust can be either your
most vulnerable weakness or your greatest asset.
Horsager introduces readers to his Eight Pillars of
Trust through the journey of a senior leader who
thought success was certain. Follow CEO Ethan
Parker as he discovers the power of trust and how to
apply it amid the complexities of leadership, change,
and culture transformation. The Eight Pillars of Trust
(Clarity, Compassion, Character, Competency,
Commitment, Connection, Contribution, and
Consistency) are based on Horsager's original
research and extensive experience working with
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Fortune 500 companies and top government
agencies around the globe. In addition to the
business parable, this book is rich in practical advice
for implementing each of the Eight Pillars. You will
learn strategies to increase alignment, overcome
attrition, and get absolutely clear on executing your
top priorities. Horsager offers a road map for how to
become the most trusted expert in your industry.
Television Field Production and Reporting provides
an exciting introduction to the art of visual
storytelling. Endorsed by the National Press
Photographers Association, it focuses on the many
techniques and tools available in television today.
The new edition of Television Field Production and
Reporting will be 4-color for the first time, an
absolute must in this visually oriented, rapidly
changing field..
A practical, easy-to-use guide to transform business
communications into memorable narratives that drive
conversations—and your career—forward In Everyday
Business Storytelling: Create, Simplify, and Adapt A
Visual Narrative for Any Audience, visual storytelling
experts Janine Kurnoff and Lee Lazarus leverage
decades of experience helping executives at the
world's top brands—including Facebook, Nestle,
Accenture, and Marriot—bring clarity and meaning to
their business communications. Whether you're
building a presentation, crafting a high-stakes email,
or need to influence decisions in your next meeting
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with an executive, Everyday Business Storytelling
offers an insightful exploration of how to develop
compelling business narratives. You'll discover how
to use a simple, repeatable framework to
choreograph your ideas, data, and insights into an
authentic, persuasive story. You'll also find clever
visual techniques to help humanize your stories and
build an emotional connection with your audience.
Just a few of the things you'll learn include: The
science behind why storytelling is the most effective
way to trigger emotion in an audience and how to
craft a business narrative that makes your ideas
engaging The four signposts of storytelling and how
to identify and weave in your BIG idea to capture
attention How to craft expert headlines that guide
your audience and advance your story Everyday
Business Storytelling is an indispensable guide to
making your communications stick in the minds of
your audience and drive change. If you're a busy,
talented businessperson responsible for
presentations, one-pagers, emails, or virtual
meetings, this book is for you.
Visualizing information in the most elegant,
entertaining, and informative ways.
The first-of-its-kind book on data story telling set in the Indian
context by an Indian author. The Power of Data Storytelling is
a book that aims to solve the classic dilemma of—How do I
make company data interesting and present it in the form of a
great data story for today’s time-crunched professionals. The
book focuses on various methods of converting dry facts and
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interesting
in the form of a story to enable company’s decision-making.
The book covers all data story related aspects—art of
storytelling, building, writing and visualizing. The book reflects
practical corporate examples from varied fields and how data
storytelling enabled the decision-making process. It does not
require knowledge of sophisticated tools and introduces new,
simple and application-oriented methods at every stage to
take data storytelling forward. The book has wide application
across industries and organizations with data sets that are big
and small. It has explanatory written and visual examples at
every discussion which makes it less theoretical and more
practically applicable.
People forget facts, but they never forget a good story.
Unfortunately it’s never that simple, though. Because for
most, there’s nothing easy about crafting a memorable story,
let alone linking it to professional goals. But material for
stories and anecdotes that can be used for your professional
success surround you! Let the Story Do the Work shows you
how to mine your experience for simple narratives that will
achieve your goals. You can learn to:• Capture attention•
Engage your audience• Change minds• Inspire action• Pitch
persuasively• And more!When you find the perfect hook,
structure your story according to its strengths, and deliver it at
the right time in the right way, you’ll see firsthand how easy it
is to turn everyday communications into opportunities to
connect, gain buy-in, and build lasting relationships.
Attention is the new commodity. Visual Storytelling is the new
currency. Human brain processes visuals 60,000x faster than
text. Web posts with visuals drive up to 180% more
engagement than those without. Viewers spend 100% more
time on web pages with videos. Filled with full-color images
and thought-provoking examples from leading companies,
The Power of Visual Storytelling explains how to grow your
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and strengthen
videos, infographics, presentations, and other rich media. The
book delivers a powerful road map for getting started, while
inspiring new levels of creativity within organizations of all
types and sizes. “This book is not only a complete overview
of [visual storytelling] but, most importantly, the key to doing it
right, a total Right Hook!” —Gary Vaynerchuk, New York
Times bestselling author of Crush It! and Jab, Jab, Jab, Right
Hook “A valuable guide to understanding how to develop
powerful marketing programs using the art of visual
storytelling.” —Guy Kawasaki, author of APE: Author,
Publisher, Entrepreneur and former chief evangelist of Apple
“The Power of Visual Storytelling is the new marketing bible!”
—Nancy Bhagat, Vice President, Global Marketing Strategy
and Campaigns, Intel “If a picture is worth a thousand words,
The Power of Visual Storytelling is worth a million.” —Scott
Monty, Global Digital & Multimedia Communications for Ford
Motor Company
This study provides the first detailed contrast between the
experiences of reading a novel and watching a movie.
Kroeber shows how fiction evokes morally inflected
imagining, and how movies reveal through magnification of
human movements and expression subjective effects of
complex social changes.
A guide to using Microsoft PowerPoint describes how to use
stories to create effective business presentations.
Discusses methods of storytelling, and encourages the
storyteller to think on their feet, by using facial expressions,
voice control, timing, hand movements, style, imagery, and
other details that enhance a tale-telling session
Many people think leadership is a higher calling that resides
exclusively with a select few who practice and preach big,
complex leadership philosophies. But as this practical book
reveals, what’s most important for leadership is principled
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consistency.
Time
and again, small things done well build
trust and respect within a team. Using stories from his time at
Netscape, Apple, and Slack, Michael Lopp presents a series
of small but compelling practices to help you build leadership
skills. You’ll learn how to create teams that are highly
productive, highly respected, and highly trusted. Lopp has
been speaking and writing about this topic for over a decade
and now maintains a Slack leadership channel with over
13,000 members. The essays in this book examine the
practical skills Lopp learned from exceptional leaders—as a
manager at Netscape, a senior manager and director at
Apple, and an executive at Slack. You’ll learn how to apply
these lessons to your own experience.
Children’s picturebooks are the very first books we
encounter, and they form an important, constantly evolving,
and dynamic sector of the publishing world. But what does it
take to create a successful picturebook for children? In seven
chapters, this book covers the key stages of conceiving a
narrative, creating a visual language and developing
storyboards and design of a picturebook. The book includes
interviews with leading children’s picturebook illustrators, as
well as case studies of their work. The picturebooks and
artists featured hail from Australia, Belgium, Cuba, France,
Germany, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Norway, Poland,
Portugal, Russia, Singapore, South Korea, Spain, Taiwan,
the UK and the USA. In this publication, Martin Salisbury and
Morag Styles introduce us to the world of children’s
picturebooks, providing a solid background to the industry
while exploring the key concepts and practices that have
gone into the creation of successful picturebooks.

Proven strategies for harnessing the power of social
media to drive social change Many books teach the
mechanics of using Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube
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to compete in business. But no book addresses how
to harness the incredible power of social media to
make a difference. The Dragonfly Effect shows you
how to tap social media and consumer psychological
insights to achieve a single, concrete goal. Named
for the only insect that is able to move in any
direction when its four wings are working in concert,
this book Reveals the four "wings" of the Dragonfly
Effect-and how they work together to produce
colossal results Features original case studies of
global organizations like the Gap, Starbucks, Kiva,
Nike, eBay, Facebook; and start-ups like Groupon
and COOKPAD, showing how they achieve social
good and customer loyalty Leverage the power of
design thinking and psychological research with
practical strategies Reveals how everyday people
achieve unprecedented results-whether finding an
almost impossible bone marrow match for a friend,
raising millions for cancer research, or electing the
current president of the United States The Dragonfly
Effect shows that you don't need money or power to
inspire seismic change.
Multimedia Storytelling for Digital Communicators in
a Multiplatform World is a unique guide for all
students who need to master visual communication
through multiple media and platforms. Every
communication field now requires students to be
fluent in visual storytelling skill sets, and as the
present-day media adapt to a multiplatform world
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(with ever-increasing delivery systems from desktops
to cell phones), students specializing in different
forms of communication are discovering the power of
merging new multimedia technology with very old
and deep-rooted storytelling concepts. Awardwinning journalist and multimedia professor Seth
Gitner provides students with the tools for
successfully realizing this merger, from
understanding conflict, characters, and plot
development to conducting successful interviews,
editing video in post-production, and even sourcing
royalty-free music and sound effects. Incorporating
how-to’s on everything from website and social
media optimization to screenwriting, Multimedia
Storytelling aims to be a resource for any student
who needs to think and create visually, in fields
across broadcast and digital journalism, film,
photography, advertising, and public relations. The
book also includes a range of supplemental material,
including wide-ranging skills exercises for each
chapter, interviews with seasoned professionals, key
terms, and review questions.
This book is the second book-length publication of
the programme Media and Education in the Digital
Age-MEDA. The contributions discuss the risks of
the digital turn in educational storytelling but also of
the opportunities for critical engagements. They
provide unique ideas, evidence and inspiration in
support of critical education.
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Transform your marketing efforts through the power
of visualcontent In today's fast-paced environment,
you must communicate yourmessage in a concise
and engaging way that sets it apart from thenoise.
Visual content—such as infographics and
datavisualization—can accomplish this. With DIY
functionality,Infographics: The Power of Visual
Storytelling will teachyou how to find stories in your
data, and how to visuallycommunicate and share
them with your audience for maximumimpact.
Infographics will show you the vast potential to
usingthe communication medium as a marketing tool
by creatinginformative and shareable infographic
content. Learn how to explain an object, idea, or
process using strongillustration that captures interest
and provides instantclarity Discover how to unlock
interesting stories (in previouslyburied or boring
data) and turn them into visual communicationsthat
will help build brands and increase sales Use the
power of visual content to communicate with and
engageyour audience, capture attention, and expand
your market.
Don't simply show your data—tell a story with it!
Storytelling with Data teaches you the fundamentals
of data visualization and how to communicate
effectively with data. You'll discover the power of
storytelling and the way to make data a pivotal point
in your story. The lessons in this illuminative text are
grounded in theory, but made accessible through
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numerous real-world examples—ready for immediate
application to your next graph or presentation.
Storytelling is not an inherent skill, especially when it
comes to data visualization, and the tools at our
disposal don't make it any easier. This book
demonstrates how to go beyond conventional tools
to reach the root of your data, and how to use your
data to create an engaging, informative, compelling
story. Specifically, you'll learn how to: Understand
the importance of context and audience Determine
the appropriate type of graph for your situation
Recognize and eliminate the clutter clouding your
information Direct your audience's attention to the
most important parts of your data Think like a
designer and utilize concepts of design in data
visualization Leverage the power of storytelling to
help your message resonate with your audience
Together, the lessons in this book will help you turn
your data into high impact visual stories that stick
with your audience. Rid your world of ineffective
graphs, one exploding 3D pie chart at a time. There
is a story in your data—Storytelling with Data will give
you the skills and power to tell it!
Mostly candid and spontaneous, documentary
photography serves to preserve a moment in time. In
Lens on Life, celebrated documentary photographer
and author of the best-selling The Art of
iPhoneography: A Guide to Mobile Creativity,
Stephanie Calabrese Roberts, inspires you to
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explore, shoot, and share documentary photographs,
guiding you as you define your own style. Illustrated
with the author's striking artwork and diverse insight
and perspectives from seasoned photographers
including Elliott Erwitt, Elizabeth Fleming, Sion
Fullana, Ed Kashi, John Loengard, Beth Rooney,
and Rick Smolan, this book will sharpen your artistic
intuition and give you the confidence to take on
personal or professional documentary assignments.
Full of advice that will challenge you and strengthen
your photography, Lens on Life shows you how to
capture an authentic view of your world.
Visual Storytelling covers all major components of
creating powerful images including lighting, camera
functions, composition and storytelling. However, the
main focus of the book is not just creating compelling
visuals, but more importantly creating images that
inform and move the audience. Images carry
emotional weight and Visual Storytelling teaches
readers how to harness these emotions to maximize
the emotion of the story, while minimizing the
amount of dialogue necessary. What makes Visual
Storytelling unique is that it not only covers the
theoretical concepts of filmmaking but also the
technical elements necessary to achieve the
emotional outcome. This combination of theory and
practice helps to create well informed and skilled
filmmakers.
Learn how to use stories and visuals to make
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top–notchpresentations It?s called CAST (Content,
Audience, Story, & Tell)and it?s been a quiet
success, until now. Developed over atwelve year
period as a presentation method to help
EnterpriseArchitects, it was adopted by Microsoft
Enterprise Architectureteams and filtered from IT
managers to Sales, and beyond to
majororganizations around the world. Now, thanks to
this unique bookfrom an expert author team that
includes two Microsoft presentationexperts, you can
learn how to use this amazing process to createand
make high–impact presentations in your
ownorganization. The book helps you build complete
visual stories, step by step,by using the CAST
method to first create a Story Map and fromthere, a
compelling presentation. It includes sample Story
Maps,templates, practical success stories, and
more. You?lldiscover how to go beyond PowerPoint
slides to create presentationsthat influence your
peers and effect change. Explains the secrets of
making presentations and effectingchange using
CAST to create Story Maps and from
there,high–impact and visual presentations that tell a
story Covers how to apply a range of techniques and
what the resultslook like, using screenshots of
presentations, one page hand outs,and basic
delivery with whiteboards Coauthored by Microsoft
experts and a visual design guru whohave years of
experience training professionals in thesemethods
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Includes sample Story Maps, templates, practical
successstories, and more Learn how to sell your
ideas and trigger change in your companywith
Stories That Move Mountains: Storytelling and Visual
Designfor Persuasive Presentations.
Film, video games, television ads, corporate presentationswhatever medium you're working in, a visual story is the most
compelling way to provide your audience with information
and, more important, with an emotional experience. Exploring
Visual Storytelling analyzes the essential techniques of
creating compelling visual stories. Based on the pioneering
work of Minneapolis-based Visual Culture, this innovative
book-DVD package examines and explains the fundamentals
of the medium by covering the seven key concepts behind
every visual story: context, character, conflict, plot, 2D space,
3D space, and time. Each topic is thoroughly explained in
print and then applied in the companion DVD, fully
demonstrating how these core concepts work together to
create a cohesive, compelling story.
From the bestselling authors of The Power of Visual
Storytelling comes the highly anticipated follow-up, The Laws
of Brand Storytelling?the definitive quick-reading rulebook for
how to use the power of storytelling to win over customers’
hearts, minds, and long-term loyalty We have been sharing
stories from the beginning of human civilization?for good
reason. Stories captivate our attention and build communities
by bringing ideas, emotions, and experiences to life in a
memorable way. This is proving to be an increasingly potent
strategy in the era of the connected digital consumer. With
consumers more empowered than ever before, your brand
isn’t what you say it is anymore, it is what consumers say it
is. As a result, capturing customers’ hearts and minds today
requires businesses to prioritize emotional connections with
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customers,
to be
in the moment, having authentic
conversations, to share relevant, inspiring stories that move
and motivate people to take action. How? By following these
laws: •The Protagonist Laws: Know Who You Are•The
Strategy Laws: Understand Your Goals•The Discovery Laws:
Find Your Story•The Story-Making Laws: Craft Your
Story•The Channel Laws: Share Your Story•The Laws of
Engagement: Engage with Your Communities Packed with
inspiring tips, strategies, and stories from two leading
marketing innovators, The Laws of Brand Storytelling shows
business leaders and marketing professionals the power
storytelling has to positively impact and differentiate your
business, attract new customers, and inspire new levels of
brand advocacy. The authors lay down the law?literally?for
readers through a compelling step-by-step process of defining
who you are as a brand, setting a clear strategy, sourcing the
best stories for your business, and crafting and delivering
compelling narratives for maximum effect. Win your
customers’ hearts and minds, and you win their business and
their loyalty.
99 Ways to Tell a Story is a series of engrossing one-page
comics that tell the same story ninety-nine different ways.
Inspired by Raymond Queneau’s 1947 Exercises in Style, a
mainstay of creative writing courses, Madden’s project
demonstrates the expansive range of possibilities available to
all storytellers. Readers are taken on an enlightening
tour—sometimes amusing, always surprising—through the
world of the story. Writers and artists in every media will find
Madden’s collection especially useful, even revelatory. Here
is a chance to see the full scope of opportunities available to
the storyteller, each applied to a single scenario: varying
points of view, visual and verbal parodies, formal
reimaginings, and radical shuffling of the basic components of
the story. Madden’s amazing series of approaches will
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inspire storytellers
to think through and around obstacles that
might otherwise prevent them from getting good ideas onto
the page. 99 Ways to Tell a Story provides a model that will
spark productive conversations among all types of creative
people: novelists, screenwriters, graphic designers, and
cartoonists.
Unlock the amazing story buried in your presentation—and
forget boring, bullet-point-riddled slides forever! Guided by
communications expert Cliff Atkinson, you’ll walk you through
an innovative, three-step methodology for increasing the
impact of your presentation. Discover how to combine classic
storytelling techniques with the power of visual media to
create a rich, engaging experience with your audience. Fully
updated for PowerPoint 2010, and featuring compelling
presentation examples from classroom to boardroom, this
book will help transform your presentations—and your
business impact!
In recent years there has been a huge amount of both
popular and academic interest in storytelling as something
that is an essential part of not only literature and art but also
our everyday lives as well as our dreams, fantasies,
aspirations, historical self-understanding, and political actions.
The question of the ethics of storytelling always, inevitably,
lurks behind these discussions, though most frequently it
remains implicit rather than explicit. This volume explores the
ethical potential and risks of storytelling from an
interdisciplinary perspective. It stages a dialogue between
contemporary literature and visual arts across media (film,
photography, performative arts), interdisciplinary theoretical
perspectives (debates in narrative studies, trauma studies,
cultural memory studies, ethical criticism), and history
(traumatic histories of violence, cultural history). The
collection analyses ethical issues involved in different
strategies employed in literature and art to narrate
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experiences
that
resist telling and imagining, such as
traumatic historical events, including war and political
conflicts. The chapters explore the multiple ways in which the
ethics of storytelling relates to the contemporary arts as they
work with, draw on, and contribute to historical imagination.
The book foregrounds the connection between remembering
and imagining and explores the ambiguous role of narrative in
the configuration of selves, communities, and the relation to
the non-human. While discussing the ethical aspects of
storytelling, it also reflects on the relevance of artistic
storytelling practices for our understanding of ethics. Making
an original contribution to interdisciplinary narrative studies
and narrative ethics, this book both articulates a complex
understanding of how artistic storytelling practices enable
critical distance from culturally dominant narrative practices,
and analyzes the limitations and potential pitfalls of
storytelling.
Tell Insightful, Actionable Business Stories with Tableau, the
World’s Leading Data Visualization Tool! Visual Data
Storytelling with Tableau brings together knowledge, context,
and hands-on skills for telling powerful, actionable data
stories with Tableau. This full-color guide shows how to
organize data and structure analysis with storytelling in mind,
embrace exploration and visual discovery, and articulate
findings with rich data, carefully curated visualizations, and
skillfully crafted narrative. You don’t need any visualization
experience. Each chapter illuminates key aspects of design
practice and data visualization, and guides you step-by-step
through applying them in Tableau. Through realistic examples
and classroom-tested exercises, Professor Lindy Ryan helps
you use Tableau to analyze data, visualize it, and help people
connect more intuitively and emotionally with it. Whether
you’re an analyst, executive, student, instructor, or journalist,
you won’t just master the tools: you’ll learn to craft data
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stories that
make
an immediate impact--and inspire action.
Learn how to: • Craft more powerful stories by blending data
science, genre, and visual design • Ask the right questions
upfront to plan data collection and analysis • Build
storyboards and choose charts based on your message and
audience • Direct audience attention to the points that matter
most • Showcase your data stories in high-impact
presentations • Integrate Tableau storytelling throughout your
business communication • Explore case studies that show
what to do--and what not to do • Discover visualization best
practices, tricks, and hacks you can use with any tool •
Includes coverage up through Tableau 10
A fast and practical visual storytelling method that puts a
powerful new toolkit into the hands of leaders, innovators,
salespeople, teachers and anyone else who needs to quickly
make an impact on increasingly distracted audiences. The
Pop-Up Pitch is a radical new approach to help you create
the perfect presentation, combining three key elements of
persuasive storytelling-simple pictures, clear words, and
powerful emotions-that together motivate audiences to pay
attention, learn something new, and make effective decisions.
The Pop-Up Pitch weaves together the latest insights on
visual cognition, behavioral economics, and classic story
structures in an easy-to-learn and inspiring storytelling
algorithm. In this new era of remote, work and online
presenting, it delivers powerful and persuasive outcomes for
time-limited professionals dealing with complex ideas,
attention-deficit audiences, and the evolving challenges of
modern meetings.
The cinematographer must translate the ideas and emotions
contained in a script into something that can be physically
seen and felt onscreen, helping the director to fulfil the vision
of the film. The shots may look good, but they will not serve
the story until the composition, lenses, and lighting express,
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and reveal
the underlying emotions and subtext of
the story. By making physical the ideas and emotions of the
story, the cinematographer supports blocking as a visual form
of the story through these tools. Rather than delve into
technical training, Basic Cinematography helps to train the
eye and heart of cinematographers as visual storytellers,
providing them with a strong foundation for their work, so that
they’re ready with creative ideas and choices on set in order
to make compelling images that support the story. The book
includes tools, tables, and worksheets on how to enhance
students and experienced filmmakers with strong visual
storytelling possibilities, including such features as: Dramatic
script analysis that will help unlock blocking, composition, and
lighting ideas that reveal the visual story Ten tools of
composition Psychological impact of lenses, shot sizes, and
camera movement Six elements of lighting for visual
storytelling What to look for beneath the "hood" of cameras,
including using camera log, RAW, and LUTs Dramatic
analysis chart and scene composition chart to help plan your
shoots Case studies from such visually cinematic shows and
documentaries as Netflix’s Godless, Jessica Jones, The
Crown, and Chef’s Table, as well as examples from
classroom exercises Features insights from the DP of Jessica
Jones, Manuel Billeter, and the DP of Chef’s Table, Adam
Bricker.

The Power of Visual Storytelling: How to Use Visuals,
Videos, and Social Media to Market Your BrandHow to
Use Visuals, Videos, and Social Media to Market Your
BrandMcGraw Hill Professional
Perspective is a discipline often set aside when it comes
to general art study, though it is essential to master in
order to produce any piece of art that is and feels
realistic. As intimidating as perspective may seem, bestPage 22/28
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selling author
artist Marcos Mateu-Mestre delivers
each lesson in an accessible and informative way that
takes the mystery out of achieving successful scenes.
Writing can be a challenge, especially for artists and
designers who tend to be more visual than verbal.
Writing for Visual Thinkers: A Guide for Artists and
Designers is designed to help people who think in
pictures—a segment of learners that by some estimates
includes almost 30 percent of the population—gain skills
and confidence in their writing abilities. Writing for Visual
Thinkers approaches the craft of writing from many
directions, all with the ultimate goal of unblocking the
reader's verbal potential. It offers a guide to mind
mapping, concept mapping, freewriting, brainwriting,
word lists and outlines, as well as provides student
examples, tips on writing grant proposals, reasons for
keeping a blog and more. Critique methods, criticism,
narrative and storytelling, hypertext, editing, graphic
novels and comics, and many more topics round out this
groundbreaking book. Both experimental and pragmatic,
Andrea Marks's methods will result in stronger, more
verbally confident artists and designers. Developed in
partnership with AIGA, this book is for the visual learners
everywhere who have always wanted--or needed!--to
improve their writing skills, whether they specialize in
graphic design, web design, industrial design, interior
design, allied design, or fashion design. All of Peachpit's
eBooks contain the same content as the print edition.
You will find a link in the last few pages of your eBook
that directs you to the media files. Helpful tips: If you are
able to search the book, search for "Where are the
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to the very last page of the book and
scroll backwards. You will need a web-enabled device or
computer in order to access the media files that
accompany this ebook. Entering the URL supplied into a
computer with web access will allow you to get to the
files. Depending on your device, it is possible that your
display settings will cut off part of the URL. To make sure
this is not the case, try reducing your font size and
turning your device to a landscape view. This should
cause the full URL to appear.
How digital visual effects in film can be used to support
storytelling: a guide for scriptwriters and students.
Computer-generated effects are often blamed for bad
Hollywood movies. Yet when a critic complains that
"technology swamps storytelling" (in a review of Van
Helsing, calling it "an example of everything that is wrong
with Hollywood computer-generated effects movies"), it
says more about the weakness of the story than the
strength of the technology. In Digital Storytelling, Shilo
McClean shows how digital visual effects can be a tool of
storytelling in film, adding narrative power as do sound,
color, and "experimental" camera angles—other
innovative film technologies that were once criticized for
being distractions from the story. It is time, she says, to
rethink the function of digital visual effects. Effects artists
say—contrary to the critics—that effects always derive
from story. Digital effects are a part of production, not
post-production; they are becoming part of the story
development process. Digital Storytelling is grounded in
filmmaking, the scriptwriting process in particular.
McClean considers crucial questions about digital visual
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they undermine classical storytelling
structure, if they always call attention to themselves,
whether their use is limited to certain genres—and looks
at contemporary films (including a chapter-long analysis
of Steven Spielberg's use of computer-generated effects)
and contemporary film theory to find the answers.
McClean argues that to consider digital visual effects as
simply contributing the "wow" factor underestimates
them. They are, she writes, the legitimate inheritors of
film storycraft.
Create visually-stunning backgrounds that stand out.
Visual Storytelling with Color and Light teaches
background and concept designers in animation and film
the skills needed to create visually stunning and
professionally appealing pieces. In the world
today—where digital is considered king—traditional media
and the skills attached to them are often overlooked.
Although it is true that major studios no longer want their
backgrounds or concept boards hand drawn or painted,
they do want their artists to have traditional as well as
technical backgrounds. Gouache is a technique that
provides its artists and practitioners an understanding of
color theory and composition that all studios are looking
for and that a course in Photoshop cannot teach. Visual
Storytelling with Color and Light offers behind-thescenes secrets of standard-setting practices used by
some of best that the animation industry has to offer.
Michael Humphries provides step-by-step techniques
that will help readers better understand color theory,
composition, and lighting. He'll share common gouache
techniques and then show readers how to develop their
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how to create a piece to match the studio
exec's dictated styles. This book also displays practices
to help take readers' paintings and backgrounds to the
next level with Photoshop interventions and
enhancements. To survive the trips to the studios, sets,
and 'en plein air' locations, this book will have a
hardback, layflat binding with a splash guard to protect
the pages and cover from nature or the accidental artist.
Most importantly this book will feature video demos for
both the en plein air approach and photoshop
enhancements.
This book presents an accessible introduction to datadriven storytelling. Resulting from unique discussions
between data visualization researchers and data
journalists, it offers an integrated definition of the topic,
presents vivid examples and patterns for data
storytelling, and calls out key challenges and new
opportunities for researchers and practitioners.
If it's Purple, Someone's Gonna Die is a must-read book
for all film students, film professionals, and others
interested in filmmaking. This enlightening book guides
filmmakers toward making the right color selections for
their films, and helps movie buffs understand why they
feel the way they do while watching movies that
incorporate certain colors. Guided by her twenty-five
years of research on the effects of color on behavior,
Bellantoni has grouped more than 60 films under the
spheres of influence of six major colors, each of which
triggers very specific emotional states. For example, the
author explains that films with a dominant red influence
have themes and characters that are powerful, lusty,
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anxious,
angry, or romantic and discusses
specific films as examples. She explores each film,
describing how, why, and where a color influences
emotions, both in the characters on screen and in the
audience. Each color section begins with an illustrated
Home Page that includes examples, anecdotes, and tips
for using or avoiding that particular color. Conversations
with the author's colleagues-- including award-winning
production designers Henry Bumstead (Unforgiven) and
Wynn Thomas (Malcolm X) and renowned
cinematographers Roger Deakins (The Shawshank
Redemption) and Edward Lachman (Far From
Heaven)--reveal how color is often used to communicate
what is not said. Bellantoni uses her research and
experience to demonstrate how powerful color can be
and to increase readers awareness of the colors around
us and how they make us feel, act, and react. *Learn
how your choice of color can influence an audience's
moods, attitudes, reactions, and interpretations of your
movie's plot *See your favorite films in a new light as the
author points out important uses of color, both instinctive
and intentional *Learn how to make good color choices,
in your film and in your world.
Documentary Storytelling has reached filmmakers and
filmgoers worldwide with its unique focus on the key
ingredient for success in the growing global documentary
marketplace: storytelling. This practical guide reveals
how today’s top filmmakers bring the tools of narrative
cinema to the world of nonfiction film and video without
sacrificing the rigor and truthfulness that give
documentaries their power. The book offers practical
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advice for
producers,
cinematographers, writers and others seeking to make
ethical and effective films that merge the strengths of
visual and aural media with the power of narrative
storytelling. In this new, updated edition, Emmy Awardwinning author Sheila Curran Bernard offers: New
strategies for analyzing documentary work New
conversations with filmmakers including Stanley Nelson
(The Black Panthers), Kazuhiro Soda (Mental), Orlando
von Einsiedel (Virunga), and Cara Mertes (JustFilms)
Discussions previously held with Susan Kim (Imaginary
Witness), Deborah Scranton (The War Tapes), Alex
Gibney (Taxi to the Dark Side), and James Marsh (Man
on Wire).
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